
100th Centennial Project: - Planting of 100 trees (Southern Rata?) 

Bev, Jenny & Dave have all made enquiries re best way forward for purchasing trees and logistics of this project 
– it is currently still work in progress. 

Books for Babies: 
Enquiries are on-going as to best distribution mode for these books.  Lynette is in consultation with Midwives, 
there is a possibility they could take over as Plunket are moving more to “virtual consultations” – still work in 
progress.  Currently stocks have run out and Jim Garden is in the process of ordering more. 

Rotary Rhyming Books:
Currently assessing the possibility of supplying these books and best method.  B4School checks could be a 
possibility, Public Health Nurses are enthusiastic. 

Airport Signs:
Dave Woods has picked up the old signs from Dick Johnston and followed up with TTEC.  The machine our club 
helped them to purchases has not been working successfully (another story) so Dave has negotiated with 
Timaru Signs re supply of new ones.  Thanks to Dave for his work on this. 

TTEC CNC Machine:
Dave Woods has been in discussion with Ian Fettes re the failure of this machine.  Apparently, it is a software 
problem which Ian has undertaken to follow-up with the suppliers.  Dave is following this closely as it is not a 
satisfactory situation currently.  

John Barton’s proposed alternative to the Speech Contest: 
Members of the committee have been canvassed for their thoughts; most are in agreement with the proposal, 
but it will be looked at in more details at our next meeting. 

Boyle River application:
We were approached by Roncalli as to the possibility of sponsorship for a pupil to attend the Boyle River Course,
after consultation it was agreed to accept, Roncalli was notified of this as asked to forward the application and 
notify us, to date we have heard nothing more. 

As the last meeting, planned for part of the Club Forum evening didn’t take place, we haven’t met but 
communication has been via email as matters arise and discussion at the weekly tea meetings.

Lynette Wilson
Chairperson


